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What’s not to like about employee engagement
Benefits that companies with high-engagement
experience

What it is
The mental and emotional connection employees
feel toward their organisation and the level of
discretionary effort they are prepared to put in
because of this.
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See: The business case for engagement

Gallup’s 2020 employee engagement meta-analysis
has again shown the positive relationship between
engagement and organisational performance.

Directing focus and energy
In tough times, employee engagement is
a crucial key that can help organisations
create direction, hope, purpose and positivity
around the business, and thereby significantly
improving your ability to compete.

When employees are engaged, they direct focus and energy to
where you as organisation need it to be. They understand what
the organisation is trying to achieve (Purpose), are aware of the
challenges and opportunities giving rise to the need for change
(‘get’ the bigger Picture), know what the Plan is and are
committed to play their Part. This greatly enhances the feeling
of satisfaction and achievement employees
experience from their work.

Getting yourispeople
Connection
key on board
Connection is a critical element of engagement
1. Connection between employees and their work
2. Connection between employees and the organisation
3. Connection in teams
4. Connection between team members and their leaders.
Intentionally strengthening all these connections should
be integral to any organisaton’s engagement journey.

Engagement - being on board mentally and
emtionally - taking you far beyond compliance.

Getting your people on board
It takes two to tango
Leaders need to involve, inspire, engage, support and
recognise on a daily basis and so create a positive work
climate, while staff need to take ownership and focus their
energy on what is important to the organisation.
Engagement programmes should equip both with the
mindset, skillset and toolset to fulfil their role effectively.

Employee engagement programmes that combine a bottom-up
and top-down approach are, therefore, the most impactful. When
leaders are equipped with the skills to create and sustain an
engaging work environment (inspire, engage, inform, involve, grow
and recognise) and staff have the confidence and commitment to
take ownership and see themselves as co-creators of the company
they want to be part of, performance peaks. Much of leaders’
efforts to engage can go wasted when staff are not emotionally and
intellectually ready to engage.

The reality in South Africa
Only a small percentage of South African employees are engaged

Source: Gallup State of the Global Workplace, 2017

Most organisations strive to win in the marketpace as well as the workplace. To achieve this with fewer that
2 our of 10 employees focusing their energy on the organisation’s success is a challenge.
Just imagine if you could increase the number of people in your organisation that are engaged, where their
hearts and minds are aligned to what is important to the organisation, where they are internally motivated to
put in discretionary effort to drive the organisation forward. The impact would be seen across key business
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metrics but also in the pride employees take in their work and the sense of meaning they derive from it.
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on board
Engagement
Creating a culture of high engagement is a journey,
not an event. It cannot be achieved overnight, but is
the result of an intentional focus on strengthening the
different drivers of engagement over time.

Engagement cannot be bought, it cannot be forced. It takes place
in the hearts and minds of people. Hearts and minds align to what is
important to the organisation when employees experience that the
organisation cares about them and when they care enough to want to
bring their best to work every day.
No quick fix or one dimensional approach is going to create this kind of
culture. Each driver - no matter how important - is merely one piece of
the engagement puzzle and cannot achieve much on its own.
Drivers in the physical environment need to be strong so that you
can attract the best talent. Drivers in the psychological environment
need to be strong so that you can retain talent. And above all, the
quality of leadership at all levels matter hugely and impacts employee
experience. Employees who don’t feel heard, supported, valued,
empowered, and connected won’t work as hard or stick around as
long as employees who do. Money alone is never enough.
An employee engagement journey that hopes to move to needle of
engagement in a meaningful and lasting manner, should take this into
consideration and make sure that gaps in weak drivers are addressed.
As the Vietnamese proverb says: The tiniest worm can spoil the best
soup.
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How we can help
Our approach
All these programmes are aligned
to our Drivers of Engagement
Model and focus on those drivers
that each stakeholder can control
and influence.

Executive
leaders

Leaders of
Leaders
See: Interactive Employee
Engagement E-Profile for more on
our dynamic approach

First-line
leaders

See: White paper: First-line

leaders: The weak link in the
engagement chain

Free To Grow White Paper

SHAPE
Create a common vision around culture and employee
engagement and increase commitment to fulfill
their role in leading and driving engagement

Engaging Leadership
Inspire and equip leaders to walk the engagement
talk and provide skills to embed engagement
practices as part of the culture

LeadQ®
Develop skills to create a positive working environment
through leading by example, connecting with their teams,
their mindset and making work meaningful

WorkQ®

Staff

Build their self-confidence and basic business acumen
whilst strengthening their connection with the organisation
and their commitment to contribute to its success

Create a
common focus
on moving from
transactional to
transformational engagement
and equip them
to align HRM
practices to
strengthen your
organisation’s
EVP

Getting your people on board

Connect with us to explore how we can best assist you in your organisation’s engagement journey

Author: Alinda Nortje,
Founder and Executive Chairperson

About Free To Grow

Free To Grow ignites purpose, passion
and potential for growth within people
and organisations so that both may
thrive. Since 1994 our programmes have
been implemented in 1 369 organisations,
in 34 countries, reaching over 102 495
people.

Get a glimpse of our WorkQ® programme

LINK: A taste of our WorkQ
programme

LINK: What our learners say
about WorkQ

Contact Alinda Nortje | 082 852 6323 | alinda@ftgsa.co.za | www.freetogrow.com

